Surface Mounted Rails
The d line Wardrobe system offers a
surface mounted rail, following the
same design line and functionality of
the system. The rail is available in a
number of standard lengths which
determines the hanging capacity by
selecting either a 125mm or 187mm
distance between the hooks and
pegs.

90mm

Coat Hangers
The d line Ø5mm stainless steel coat
hangers are finished with a bead
blasted surface and have been
specially designed for use with the
d line Wardrobe system.

374mm

14.6211.20.00■

14.6211.10.00■
748mm

14.6212.20.00■

14.6212.10.00■

There are two types of hangers
available either free or captive. The
latter offers a secure option for
hotels, offices etc., where this is often
a necessity.
Standard hanger
Captive hanger

1496mm

14.6213.20.00■

14.6230.30.00E

14.6213.10.00■

The end hooks and the middle hook
for the longest models (1496mm) will
always function as coat hook as well
as mounting components for special
bush bolts.

Hallstand

14.6253.00.000

Floor model
14.6251.00.000
Floor/ceiling model 14.6252.0■.■■■
(state ceiling height in mm)

14.6241.00.000
14.6240.00.000

Tøj: Ivan Grundahl, København

59mm

Any combination imaginable is
possible and can be supplied as
requested whether with a greater
projection or in a longer length. All of
the sections are individually
constructed as one of four options A,
B, C or D (see schematic plan) noting
that for the longest length (1496mm)
the middle and end hooks will always
function as the mounting
components for concealed fixing
bolts.

Both models are provided with six
bead blasted swivel arms each
supporting Ø52mm double coat
hooks.

1633mm

D

Hallstand
The hallstand comprises an
upright with three rings of bead
blasted stainless steel; a Ø450mm
pedestal, an umbrella/walking
stick support (Ø300mm) and a
Ø300mm circular clothes rail with
six pegs and Ø52mm double coat
hooks.
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Mobile Clothes Rail
The d line clothes rail has been
designed as a spacious element, which
may in addition constitute an
individual work of art. The clothes rail
can be supplied as stand-alone, backto-back, or as a series, and has been
developed specially for use in retail
outlets, reception and lobby areas, etc.

1900mm
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1756mm
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1600mm
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Hallstand
This type of hallstand is available in
two different models; either freestanding with a Ø450mm pedestal, or
fixed between the floor and ceiling.
When ordering the floor to ceiling
version, please state this height
which is adjustable +/- 15mm when
installing (recommended max. height
3500mm).

www.dline.com

The clothes rail is made from
10 x 35mm flat stainless steel bar with
a surface made up in a combination
of sandblast and bead blasted
finishes, and the unit can be moved
using integral roller-race bearing
wheels.
Compact Hallway Wardrobe
(according to specification)
The surface mounted wardrobe rail
makes allowance for the complex
constraints placed in hallways and
corridors where there is limited floor
space.
The wardrobe is supplied with four
coat hooks and two horizontal hat
pegs for coat hangers, hanging of
scarves, etc.

Total width:
Depth at top:
Depth at bottom:
Total height:

Single Wall Hook
This consists of two hooks providing
the ability to carefully hang a coat
without a loop.
The hook is designed with a special
bush for secret fixing.
Single wall hook

14.6220.00.000
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768mm
318mm
618mm
1635mm

The clothes rail is supplied either with
a plain hanging rail (E) or with a rail
containing narrowly spaced coat
hooks (A).
Mobile clothes rail
With coat hooks
14.6230.00.00A
Mobile clothes rail
With plain hanging rail 14.6230.00.00E
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Wardrobe System
Wardrobe System
A
The d line Wardrobe system may
either be mounted on the floor or
suspended from the ceiling. When
ordering a ceiling suspended d line
Wardrobe unit, the ceiling height
should be stated separately
(recommended max. height 3500mm).
The suspension height can be adjusted
to match the 1630mm standard peg
height for the floor mounted unit.

General Description
The d line Wardrobe system
comprises multifunctional basic
modules which allow various
combinations, providing a solution
for even the most demanding
wardrobe design schemes.

The wardrobe system is available in
two widths; a narrow version (width
345mm), intended solely for mounting
hat pegs and coat hooks, and a wide
version (width 530mm), which allows
coat hangers to be used on both sides
of the wardrobe module.

The system has intelligentengineered castings that are
connected by an aluminium “Torx”
profile core, which is inserted through
satin stainless steel.
This allows the d line Wardrobe
system the flexibility to be applied to
projects ranging from wall mounted
individual hooks and rails to a widescale free-standing floor mounted or
ceiling hanging module.

A standard wardrobe module consists
of two sections with three sets of
uprights and four horizontal bars.
These four sections may be
constructed individually in one of five
combinations A, B, C, D, or E (see
schematic plan).

The system also incorporates a
number of stand-alone furniture
items, including a mobile clothes rail,
three different models of stands and a
series of coat hangers.

Available combinations:
A.
Double coat hooks with
125mm centre to centre
spacing between the hooks.
This would be ideally suited
for kindergartens, schools etc.,
where there is a high demand
for hanging coats.
B.
Double coat hooks with
187mm centre to centre
spacing between the hooks.
This version is recommended
for heavy overcoats, etc.
C.
Alternating between double
coat hooks and hat pegs with
125mm centre to centre
spacing.
D.
Alternating between double
coat hooks and hat pegs with
187mm centre to centre
spacing.
E.
A plain bar to support coat
hangers.

Design and Fleksibility
The wardrobe system has been
designed and developed in
co-operation between d line and
Knud Holscher Industriel Design.
During the development phase, the
aim was to create a flexible system
offering various arrangements for
wardrobe areas within a building.
Material and Quality
While developing the d line Wardrobe
system, particular emphasis was
placed on factors such as flexibility,
durability, quality and the need for a
timeless, yet simple, aesthetic design.

14.6202.2C.CEE

All visible components are made
from acid-proof stainless steel AISI
316 WST 1.4435, with a balanced
combination of satin and bead
blasted surfaces.

Components
The intelligent-engineered cast
components are multifunctional in
their application. With specially
developed fixing techniques the
system can be assembled with
invisible joints.
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Side Panel Dimensions
For narrow model
500 x 1780mm
For wide model
700 x 1780mm

Suspended Wardrobe
1

2 3 4

Narrow model 14.6201.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6201.2■.■■■

Glass Shelf
For narrow model
For wide model
1

Floor Mounted Wardrobe
Narrow model 14.6202.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6202.2■.■■■

14.6201.1C.CCC

Floor Mounted Wardrobe with
Two End Panels
Narrow model 14.6203.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6203.2■.■■■
3

Floor Mounted Wardrobe with
Two End Panels and Glass
Shelf
Narrow model 14.6204.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6204.2■.■■■

Total Wardrobe Height
With end panel
With glass shelf

1660mm
1900mm
1910mm

Total Wardrobe Length
with Glass Shelf
With one end panel
With two end panels

1680mm
1730mm
1780mm

The mini wardrobe is a stand-alone
furniture unit of which there are five
configuration options A, B, C, D, or E
(see schematic plan).

4

Floor Mounted Wardrobe with
Two End Panels and Glass
Shelf

Mini wardrobe

14.6208.00.0■■

14.6205.2A.AEE

14.6201.1C.CCC

Narrow model 14.6205.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6205.2■.■■■
5

Narrow model 14.6206.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6206.2■.■■■
3
1

Floor Mounted Wardrobe with
Glass Shelf

2

350mm
530mm

Mini Wardrobe
The mini wardrobe is an example of
a version of the wardrobe system
consisting of a single free-standing
unit, particularly useful where space
is limited, for example entrance
corridors and hallways.
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Total Wardrobe Width
Narrow model
Wide model

2

Floor Mounted Wardrobe with
One End Panel and Glass Shelf

Additionally, the wardrobe system
may be supplemented with one or
two glazed end panels typically used
for big wardrobes, as well as a glass
shelf, mounted on top of the module
which may be used for hats, scarves,
etc. The 8mm toughened glass for
the shelf and the end panels are
supplied with a sandblast finish.

200 x 1530mm
390 x 1530mm

Narrow model 14.6207.1■.■■■
Wide model
14.6207.2■.■■■

2

Ordering Guidelines
When ordering a floor
mounted d line Wardrobe
unit, the required
configuration of hooks and
pegs (as illustrated) should
be specified.
Each of the four horizontal
bar sections may be
individually assembled in
one of five combinations
A, B, C, D, or E.
Example of order
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